Modern optical imaging experiments not only measure single-cell and single-molecule dynamics with high precision, but they can also perturb the cellular environment in myriad controlled and novel settings. Techniques, such as single-molecule fluorescence in-situ hybridization, microfluidics, and optogenetics, have opened the door to a large number of potential experiments, which begs the question of how best to choose the best possible experiment. The Fisher information matrix (FIM) estimates how well potential experiments will constrain model parameters and can be used to design optimal experiments. Here, we introduce the finite state projection (FSP) based FIM, which uses the formalism of the chemical master equation to derive and compute the FIM. The FSP-FIM makes no assumptions about the distribution shapes of single-cell data, and it does not require precise measurements of higher order moments of such distributions. We validate the FSP-FIM against well-known Fisher information results for the simple case of constitutive gene expression. We then use numerical simulations to demonstrate the use of the FSP-FIM to optimize the timing of single-cell experiments with more complex, non-Gaussian fluctuations. We validate optimal simulated experiments determined using the FSP-FIM with Monte-Carlo approaches and contrast these to experiment designs chosen by traditional analyses that assume Gaussian fluctuations or use the central limit theorem. By systematically designing experiments to use all of the measurable fluctuations, our method enables a key step to improve co-design of experiments and quantitative models.
unlikely to be accurate for systems with high intrinsic noise corresponding to low gene, 60 RNA, or protein counts. A different approach to estimate the FIM uses the central limit 61 theorem (CLT) to approximate the sample mean and covariance to be jointly Gaussian 62 and uses higher-order moments of the chemical master equation to estimate the 63 likelihood of these moments [9] . This approach, which we refer to as the sample 64 moments approach (SM-FIM), should be valid for large numbers of cells as can be 65 collected in high-throughput experimental approaches, such as flow cytometry. However, 66 when distributions have long asymmetric tails and sample sizes are limited, higher 67 moments become very difficult to estimate and can lead to surprising model estimation 68 errors [26] . Beyond these few Gaussian assumptions, there has been little work devoted 69 to improve the design of time-varying single-cell experiments for systems with arbitrary 70 probability distributions. 71 In this study, we introduce a formulation of the Fisher information for use with 72 discrete stochastic models and data sets containing intrinsic variability that is 73 measurable with single-biomolecule resolution. Our approach utilizes the finite state 74 projection (FSP) approach [27] to solve the chemical master equation (CME) [25, 28] , 75 and compute the likelihood of single-cell data given a discrete stochastic model [2, 21, 24] . 76 The FSP solves for the probability distribution over discrete numbers of biomolecules to 77 any arbitrary error tolerance. By utilizing the full probability distributions, as opposed 78 to finite order or approximate moments of these distributions, our approach makes no 79 assumptions and works well for distributions with multiple peaks or long tails. 80 In the next section, we introduce the FSP and derive the sensitivities of the FSP 81 solution to small perturbations in parameters. Next, we derive the likelihood function 82 and its local sensitivity for discrete stochastic models and discrete data. These allow us 83 to formulate and compute the FSP-FIM. Next, we use a combination of analytical 84 results and numerical simulations to verify the FSP-FIM for two common models of 85 gene expression. Finally, we demonstrate how the FSP-FIM can be applied to design 86 nontrivial experiments for a simulated system with nonlinear reaction rates. 87 
Chemical Master Equation and Finite State Projection

88
Stochastic gene expression can be modeled as a discrete state, continuous time Markov process, where different states x i = [η 1 , η 2 , ..., η Ns ] T i ∈ X ⊂ Z Ns ≥0 represent the N s species of interest. In a biological context, the species η often correspond to gene configurations, RNA or protein abundances. Transitions to state x i + ψ ν from x i occur with probabilities w ν (x i , t)dt in an infinitesimal time step of length dt, where w ν and ψ ν are the propensity function and the stoichiometric vector corresponding to reaction ν ∈ {1, 2, ..., N r }. Using the propensity functions and stoichiometry vectors, one can describe the evolution of probability mass for each x i using the chemical master equation (CME, [25, 28]) given by:
By enumerating all possible x i , one can define the probability mass vector as 89 p = [p(x 1 ; t), p(x 2 ; t), ...] T and reformulate the CME in matrix form as Many systems described by the CME are not closed, i.e. the vector p has infinite dimension. In such cases, most states are extremely rare, and the sum of their corresponding probabilities is negligible. Thus, a natural approximation for the CME is to separate it into two exhaustive and disjoint sets, X J and X J , with X J being a finite set and X J being a set of low probability states. Defining p J (t) ≡ p(X J ; t), the CME can be reordered and written as:
The finite state projection (FSP) approach [27], obtains an approximation of p J (t) for finite times by replacing the set of states X J (t) with an absorbing sink state whose probability mass is g(t),
.
(3)
The FSP provides the exact total error of this approximation for all states in X J and X J as:
where the |.| 1 denotes the absolute sum of the vector [24, 27] . The FSP solution is also guaranteed to be a lower bound on the true solution [24, 27] ,
For simplicity, we will hereafter refer to the approximated states p F SP (t) as p(t) and 92 the corresponding matrix A JJ as A. Next, we derive the likelihood function for FSP 93 models and single-cell data.
94
The FSP enables computation of the likelihood of single-cell 95 data 96 A common task in single-cell analyses is to analyze snapshot measurements of 97 independent cell populations, such as those collected using single-molecule fluorescent 98 in-situ hybridization (smFISH) [22, 23] . For such measurements, cells are fixed in the 99 process of quantifying their RNA, and individual cells cannot be tracked over time.
100
However, snapshots can be collected at different points in time to quantify a 101 population's response to changing conditions [2, 29, 30] . For such experiments, we 102 assume that measurements at all time points {t k } are independent. The measured RNA 103 counts for N s different labeled species for each of N c individual cells at time t can be
. We define L(D; θ) as 105 the likelihood that all measured data D = {D 1 , . . . , D Nt } come from a model 106 parameterized by θ = [θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ k ].
107
For FSP models, the likelihood and its logarithm for N c measured cells can be written directly as:
A common task in systems biology is to estimate parametersθ that maximize the 108 likelihood that data could have come from a given model, and this form of the data [2, 6, 21, 24, 31, 32] . In addition to estimating parameters from data, the likelihood 111 function can also be used to estimate the sensitivity of parameter estimates to sampling 112 errors in the experimental measurements, which can in turn be used to design better 113 experiments. In the following sections, we will use this fact to derive the FIM for FSP 114 models.
115
Derivation of the Fisher Information for FSP Models
116
The FIM, which describes the amount of information that can be expected by performing a particular experiment with N c cells, is defined as
where the expectation is taken over p(X; θ), corresponding to the density from which future (or hypothetical) data could be sampled. For FSP models, this density is the discrete distribution found by solving Eq. 3. Equation 8 is positive semi-definite and is additive for collections of independent observations [10] . The inverse of the FIM is known as the Cramèr-Rao bound (CRB), which provides a useful lower bound on the variance for any unbiased estimator of model parameters [11] . The notion of information stems from the fact that new experiments should increase the FIM, corresponding to additional knowledge about θ and a tighter CRB. More specifically, the well-known asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) states that as the number of measurements N c increases, the MLE estimates will converge in distribution to a multivariate normal probability density with a variance given by the CRB,
whereθ is the θ that maximizes Eq. 6 and θ * are the "true" model parameters that 117 produced the observed data [10, 11] . Designing experiments to maximize a given metric 118 of the FIM can be expected to provide a more accurate estimate of θ, where different 119 definitions of 'accuracy' (i.e., different vector norms for parameter errors) can be 120 implemented through the choice of different FIM metrics.
121
To derive the FIM requires one must take the partial derivative of the log-likelihood (Eq. 7) with respect to the parameters θ,
The expression ∇ θ p(X; θ) is the sensitivity matrix, S, which has dimensions N × N θ , where N is the dimension of the CME or its FSP projection. As described in the Materials and Methods, we derive an equation similar to that presented in [33] to define the time evolution of the sensitivity for each state's probability density, p(x l ; θ), to each parameter θ j . However, unlike previous analyses that rely on stochastic simulations and finite difference approaches, the FSP enables direct approximation of the sensitivities. Using the sensitivity matrix, the entries of the FIM can be computed as:
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Taking the expectation over all l on (1, N ) yields the elements of the FIM:
which quantifies Fisher information for the model evaluated at a single time point. For smFISH data, each time point is independent. If N c (t k ) cells are measured at each k th time point, the FIM is summed, and the total information is computed as:
The Fisher information can be found using Eq. 13 for any model for which the FSP (Eq. 3) can be solved. This formulation explicitly quantifies how the number of cells and number of time points impact the information, and is easily extended to include other experiment design aspects such as the interval of successive measurements or changes in applied inputs, as we will demonstrate in the following sections. Because one is often interested in the relative sensitivity of parameters rather than the absolute sensitivity, a logarithmic parameterization of the FIM can easily be obtained from Eq. 13 by multiplying by the corresponding entries of θ (see supplemental information for full details),
In the following sections, we will verify the FIM using several common models of 122 gene expression, and demonstrate experiment designs using these approaches. 
Results
124
The FSP-FIM captures the exact information for constitutive 125 gene expression 126 To demonstrate and validate the FSP-FIM method, we begin with a simple birth and death model for constitutive gene expression as shown in Figure 1 . This model, which has been fit to capture the variability for many housekeeping genes [1, 20] , consists of two reactions, corresponding to the constant transcription and first order decay of RNA,
The production and degradation parameters are defined as θ = [k r , γ].
127
Given an initial condition of zero RNA for this process, the population of RNA at any later time is a random integer sampled from a Poisson distribution,
where λ is the time varying average population size,
We have chosen the constitutive gene expression model to verify the FSP-FIM because the exact solution for the Fisher information for Poisson fluctuations can be derived in terms of λ as [10]:
For convenience, the derivation of Eq. 17 is included in the supplementary text. Figure 128 1 shows the exact value of Fisher information (orange) versus the mean expression level 129 for the two parameters k r and γ. Figure 1 also shows that the FSP-FIM (blue) matches 130 the exact solution for the information on both parameters at all expression levels, which 131 verifies the FSP-FIM for this known analytical form.
132
Having demonstrated that the FSP-FIM matches to the exact solution, it is instructive to compare how well the previous LNA-FIM and SM-FIM estimates match to the exact FIM computation. For the Poisson distribution, the mean and variance are both equal to λ. Using this fact, the FIM can be approximated using the LNA-FIM for normal distributions (see Eq. 37 in the Materials and Methods). This expression, which is derived in the supplementary text, reduces to
when both the mean and variance are λ. As λ becomes large, the Poisson distribution 133 becomes well approximated by a normal distribution [11] . Equations 17-18 show that 134 for this limit of large λ, the first term in Eq. 18 dominates, and I N reduces to I Poisson , 135 yielding nearly equivalent values for the expected information. However at low mean 136 expression λ ≤ 1, the strictly positive Poisson and the symmetric Gaussian distributions 137 are less similar, and the Gaussian approximation predicts more information than is 138 actually possible given the exact Poisson distribution. These trends are shown in Fig. 1, 139 where the LNA-FIM approach only matches to the exact solution at high expression Next, we consider a slightly more complicated model of bursting gene expression, in which a single gene undergoes stochastic transitions between active and inactive states with rates k on and k off . This switching model, which is depicted in Fig. 2 (a), has been studied in detail [20, 34-40], and it has been used to capture single-cell smFISH measurements in mammalian cells [30, 37], yeast cells [2, 36] , and bacterial cells [29] . When active, the gene transcribes RNA with constant rate k r and these RNA degrade in a first order reaction with rate γ. The four reactions of the system are:
For the examples below, we use the baseline parameters given by: k on = 0.05α min −1 , 146 k off = 0.15α min −1 , k r = 5.0 min −1 , and γ = 0.05 min −1 . In particular, the mRNA 147 degradation rate, which sets the overall time-scale, was chosen to be representative of 148 the average decay times (approximately 20 minutes) for mRNA in yeast [41] . spent in the active state remains unchanged. This fraction can be written
and is the same for any α > 0. For the parameters given above, the average expression 150 at steady state is given by k r f on /γ = 25. However, rescaling the transition rates does 151 change the shape of the distribution as shown in Fig. 2(b-d) [20]. When switching is 152 slow, the gene stays in the "on" and "off" states long enough to observe individual high 153 and low peaks corresponding to the "on" and "off" states, as in shown in Fig. 2(b) . 154 However, for intermediate switching rates, the gene does not spend enough time in the 155 "off" state for bursts to decay or enough time in the "on" state for large populations to 156 accumulate (see Fig. 2(c) ). At fast switching rates the "on" and "off" states come to a 157 fast quasi-equilibrium, and the time-averaged system approaches a Poisson process, 158 where the effective production rate is k r f on . better job than the LNA in that it matches the MLE analysis for some experimental 181 conditions ( Fig. 3(c) ) but much less well for other conditions (Fig. S3 , right column).
182
We note that the three different FIM estimates yield different principle directions and 183 different magnitudes for parameter uncertainty (Fig. 3(d) ), but in all cases the 184 FSP-MLE matches to the FSP-FIM and results in the tightest MLE estimation.
185
Having verified the FSP-FIM for the bursting gene expression model with multiple 186 parameter sets, we next explore how the information changes as a function of the 187 system parameters. Figure 4 shows the determinant of the FIM (also known as the FSP-FIM approach. We note that these differences arise despite the fact that the Next, having verified the FSP-FIM for its ability to accurately estimate the FIM for 201 different parameter sets, we explore the use of the FSP-FIM to design experiments that 202 maximize information. Specifically, we will use classical FIM-based experiment design 203 approaches to choose single-cell experiments first for the bursting gene expression model 204 above, and then for a nonlinear toggle model for which moments can no longer be 205 computed exactly. We consider two different metrics of the FIM, which are frequently 206 used in model-driven experiment design [9, 12] . The first of these is E-optimality 207 presented in the main figures), which corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue of the FIM. 208 By finding the experiment which maximizes this eigenvalue, the information is increased 209 in the principle direction of parameter space in which the least information is known 210 (i.e. the parameter uncertainty is highest). The second FIM criteria is D-optimality 211 (presented in supplemental figures), which corresponds to the determinant of the FIM. 212 By maximizing the determinant of the FIM over the experiment design space, one finds 213 an experiment which minimizes the volume of the uncertainty in parameter space. We 214 note that many other experimental design criteria are possible, and the choice of criteria 215 depends on what one desires to learn about the system.
216
Optimizing the sampling rate for bursting gene expression. Our first 217 demonstration of FSP-FIM based experiment design is to select the optimal single-cell 218 sampling period with which to identify the parameters of the bursting gene expression 219 model. For this, we have chosen to analyze E-optimality criteria, which seeks to 220 maximize the smallest eigenvalue of the FIM. We consider a potential experiment design 221 space consisting of 60 logarithmically distributed sampling periods ∆t from 2 × 10 −2 temporal measurements would be taken. Figure 5 (a) compares the information expected 224 versus the sampling period using the different FIM approximations: LNA-FIM (purple), 225 SM-FIM (green) and FSP-FIM (blue). For each potential experiment, we then simulate 226 200 data sets for 1,000 cells each by sampling p(X; t, θ * ), use Eq. 7 to find the MLE 227 parameter estimate for each data set, and then compute the covariance matrix from the 228 MLE parameter sets. This covariance matrix is inverted, and its minimum eigenvalues 229 are depicted as orange triangles in Fig. 5(a) . Figure 5 (b) also shows a scatterplot to 230 compare the relationship between the MLE-observed information and the predicted 231 information for all FIM approaches. Once again, the FSP-FIM consistently matches the 232 observed E-optimality at all experimental conditions. However, the LNA approach is 233 much less consistent, sometimes over-estimating and sometimes under-estimating the 234 real information for the different experimental conditions. The SM-FIM consistently 235 underestimates the true information for this example, although it is not clear if this 236 trend would hold for all sets of parameters and experimental conditions. 237 From Fig. 5(a) , it is clear that the amount of expected information depends strongly 238 on the sampling period. When the sampling period is much longer than the 239 characteristic time to reach the steady state distribution (∆t 1/γ), the information 240 does not change because all snapshots are already close to steady state. When the 241 sampling period is too short (∆t 1/γ), there is insufficient time for the distributions 242 to change and the information tends to zero. Despite conserving these trends, the three 243 different FIM analyses result in substantially different optimal experiments for the 244 E-optimality design criteria. Using the FSP-FIM, the optimal experiment is ∆t = 6.1 245 minutes, which we verified using the MLE sampling approach (compare orange triangles 246 and blue line in Fig. 5(a) ). This optimal design is well-aligned with smFISH 247 experimental technique, which can capture cell populations with one minute 248 resolution [2] to one hour resolution [29] . However, the LNA-FIM selects a much faster 249 sampling period of ∆t = 1.1 minutes, and the SM-FIM selects a much slower sampling 250 period of ∆t = 420 minutes. Thus, the FSP-FIM not only provides more information 251 compared to moments-based approaches, but it also provides a better estimate of the 252 expected information. In turn, these improved estimates can help to avoid potentially 253 misleading experiments and select optimal designs.
254
The FSP-FIM accurately estimates information for systems with nonlinearities and bimodal responses. To demonstrate the utility of the FSP-FIM approach for models with nonlinear reaction propensities and multiple species, we turn to the toggle model first introduced by Gardner et al [43] , with a stochastic formulation by Tian and Burrage [44] . Figure 6 (a) shows a schematic of the toggle model, which consists of two mutually repressing proteins, x ≡ LacI and y ≡ λcI, where the production of each species depends non-linearly on the concentration of its competitor. The reactions in the toggle model can be written
where
In this formulation, we have assumed that the degradation of λcI is controlled by an ultraviolet (UV) radiation through the light-induced circuit described by Kobayashi et al [45] . Similar to [46] , we assume that the UV level affects the degradation of λcI according to the function:
where the minimum degradation rate has been chosen to match dilution due to the E. 255 coli half life of 30 min [46] . The remaining parameters used for this example are given 256 by θ * in Table 1 . The system's initial condition at t = 0 is assumed to be the 257 equilibrium distribution when no UV is applied. For this biological system and these 258 parameters, different levels of UV radiation will give rise to different dynamics. At low 259 levels of radiation, switching to the high LacI state is rare, and the distribution tends to 260 have a single peak. At intermediate levels of radiation, switching between low and high 261 levels of LacI expression is possible, and LacI distributions may be bimodal. Finally, at 262 high levels of radiation, the system very quickly switches into the high LacI state.
263
Because this model has complex nonlinear propensity functions, the statistical 264 moments cannot be calculated in closed form, and the LNA-FIM and SM-FIM estimates 265 are no longer expected to provide accurate estimates for information or optimal 266 experiment designs. In contrast, the FSP analysis remains unchanged, and the 267 FSP-FIM can be computed exactly as above. As before, we verify the FSP-FIM for this 268 nonlinear case using a set of 200 simulated data sets measured at 1 hr, 4 hr, and 8 hr, 269 each with 1,000 cells, and we found MLE parameter estimatesθ for each simulated data 270 set. Figure 7 (a) shows this verification in a simple case with two free parameters, b y and 271 α xy , and Fig. S4 shows the verification where all parameters free except for Hill 272 coefficients η xy and η yx . In this and all subsequent analysis of the toggle model, we 273 have used the logarithmic parameterization of the FIM (Eq. 14).
274
Next, we aim to design more complex experiments for the toggle model described 275 above. We consider an experiment design space where the measurement sampling 276 period (∆t), pulse duration (β), and pulse magnitude (UV) can all be changed, as 277 illustrated in Fig. 7(a) . Each pulse of UV starts at t = 1 hr. We then compute the 278 FSP-FIM for each experiment {UV, β, ∆t}.
279
To capture the more realistic situation where parameters are unknown prior to 280 experimentation, we next explore how parameter uncertainty affects the estimation of 281 the FIM and the design of optimal experiments. To begin, we assume that parameters 282 have been partially estimated from a simple initial experiment corresponding to 283 measurements of the unperturbed steady state at zero UV input to the system. In 2.20 × 10 −3 3.19 × 10 −3 s −1 k y 1.60 × 10 −2 1.60 × 10 −2 s −1 k x 1.70 × 10 −2 2.50 × 10 −2 s −1 α xy 6.10 × 10 −3 8.28 × 10 −3 N −ηxy α yx 2.60 × 10 −3 2.46 × 10 −3 N −ηxy η xy 2.10 2.10 η yx 3.00 3.00 γ x 3.80 × 10 −4 5.57 × 10 −4 N −1 s −1 Table 1 . Parameters for the toggle model. θ * is the "true" parameter set from which data is generated, andθ 0 is the MLE parameter set fit to a baseline data set generated assuming 0 UV (see Fig. S5 for further discussion). Here, N is used to denote the units of single-molecules.
practice, similar preliminary parameter estimates could be acquired from literature, 285 from previous less-optimized experiments, or by comparison to related pathways or 286 organisms. For our analysis, the prior estimate for parameters is described by a 287 multivariate lognormal distribution with a geometric mean ofθ 0 given in Table 1 and 288 covariances given in Table S1 . Parameters sampled from this distribution are 289 substantially different from the "true" parameter, θ * , which is also shown in Table 1 .
290 Figure 7(b) shows the E-optimality criteria for parameter setθ 0 as a function of the 291 experiment design parameters {UV, β, ∆t}. Next, we sampled 100 random sets of 292 parameters from the prior distribution (Fig. S5) , and we computed the E-optimality for 293 each set. Figure 7 (c) presents expected information versus experiment design averaged 294 over these 100 parameter sets. For comparison, Fig. 7(d) shows the information versus 295 experiment designs if one had exact knowledge of the true parameters.
296
From Figs. 7(b-d) , we observe that relative estimates of the FIM remain consistent 297 despite substantial changes to the parameters from which the FIM is computed. To 298 explore this observation more closely, we selected the experiment that maximizes the 299 averaged E-optimality in Fig. 7(c) . This experiment is denoted by a black circle in Figs. 300 7(b-d), and we compare it to another similar experiment design, shown by the black 301 triangle in Fig. 7(b-d) . Figure S6 shows the expected parameter uncertainty for these 302 two designs and shows that the optimal experiment reduces variance in some parameter 303 directions by more than an order of magnitude compared to the sub-optimal experiment. 304 To explore how different parameters change the ranking of these two experiments, we 305 analyze the ranking of Experiment A and Experiment B not only based on their average 306 E-optimality value as in Fig. 7(c) , but at each of 100 random parameter combinations. 307 Figure 7 (e) shows that for 97 of the 100 parameter samples, the relative ranking of the 308 experiments is consistent, even though the absolute value of the E-optimality criteria 309 varies over several orders of magnitude. 310 We next seek to understand how optimal experiments depend on one's plans to 311 perform multiple experiments. The "single experiment" in Table 2 refers to designing a 312 single experiment, E 1 , to maximize the expected FIM design criteria, such as finding the 313 maximal combination in Fig. 7(c) . The "dual greedy" approach also chooses the same 314 E 1 and then seeks to find the most complementary additional experiment, E 2 , to 315 maximize the overall FIM design criteria. Finally, the "dual simultaneous" search finds 316 the optimal combination of any two possible experiments,Ê 1 andÊ 2 to maximize the 317 design criteria. Since the optimal choice forÊ 1 andÊ 2 can admit the other choices, it 318 must yield at least as high a design criteria as E 1 and E 2 . By comparing the three 319 design strategies for the current toggle model, we find indeed that the simultaneous 320 December 2, 2018 15/24 approach discovers a substantially more informative experiment than does the greedy 321 approach. In other words, the overall expected value of an experiment, can depend not 322 only on the current parameter values, but also upon which other experiments one 323 intends to conduct. If one has plans to do multiple experiments, it may be better to 324 consider the potential information from all experiments as a whole rather than to design 325 each experiment one at a time. data [2, 29, 30] . In this work, we have developed the FSP-based Fisher information 335 matrix, which extends the FSP analysis to allow rigorous design of experiments that are 336 optimally informative about the model's parameters.
337
The FSP-FIM uses a novel sensitivity analysis, which requires solving a system of 338 ODEs that is twice the size of the FSP dimension for each parameter, and therefore 339 should be computationally tractable for any problem to which the FSP can be applied. 340 The local sensitivity of each parameter is independent of the other parameters, so the 341 computation is easily parallelized among multiple processors. We verified that the 342 FSP-FIM approach matches the information for the constitutive gene expression model, 343 whose response follows a Poisson distribution (Fig. 1) , and for which the FIM can be 344 computed exactly. The FSP-FIM also matches to classical FIM approaches that assume 345 normally distributed data (LNA-FIM) or very large data sets (SM-FIM) in the limiting 346 case when the data distributions are close to being Gaussian ( Figs. 1-4 ). For systems 347 where data is not Gaussian and for which there is no exact FIM formula, we showed 348 that the FSP-FIM is more accurate than traditional approaches (Figs. 4, 5) , which we 349 validated by generating many independent data sets and comparing the inverse of the 350 FSP-FIM to the variance in the MLE estimates ( Figs. 3 and 6) . 351 We showed that the choice of FIM analysis can lead to different optimal experiment 352 designs (Fig. 5 ). of underestimation varied substantially with experimental conditions, which could cause 363 researchers to reject otherwise informative experiments. In contrast to these 364 moment-based approaches, the MLE sampling using the FSP approach always provided 365 the best parameter estimates ( Figs. 3 and S3 ), and the FSP-FIM was always consistent 366 with the confidence intervals verified by sampling ( Figs. 1, 3 , 5, S1-S3), even for the 367 case of nonlinear reaction propensities for which exact moments cannot be found (Figs. 368 6(a), and S4).
369
In our analysis of the non-linear toggle model, we allowed for the independent 370 control of three experimental variables (Fig. 7a) , and found experiments that optimize 371 particular criteria of the FIM. Furthermore, we showed that other experiments very 372 near to the optimal experiment in the design space can be significantly less informative 373 than the optimal experiment (Figs. 7(b-e) and S6). Choosing between such similar 374 experiment designs is non-trivial and would be difficult or impossible using intuition 375 alone. On the other hand, we explored the effects of parameter uncertainty on 376 FSP-FIM-based experiment design, and we found that parameter rankings are relatively 377 robust to parameter uncertainty, even when the absolute value of the FSP-FIM is 378 sensitive (Fig. 7) . 379 We found that that the choice of optimal experiments depends on the number of 380 experiments to be completed ( Like any other tool, the FSP-FIM also has its associated challenges. Our initial 407 investigations focused on intrinsic stochastic fluctuations of small biochemical processes, 408 and we used simulated data to verify our new computational tools. For models with 409 large molecular counts of four or more species or with the addition of mechanisms to 410 account for extrinsic variability, existing methods to solve the FSP-FIM will remain 411 intractable until more efficient probability density based CME analyses can be 412 developed to address such problems [52-56]. Until higher dimension CME approaches 413 are developed, approximate moment-based experiment design methods, such as the In many cases, including all models formulated using mass-action kinetics, the generator A can be written as a linear combination of the model parameters, i.e. A = θ i B i , and the derivative with respect to the i th parameter can be found,
Using this notation, Eq. 30 is reduced to the set of linear ODEs for each parameter θ i , d dt
In practice, Eq. 34 can be computed in parallel for each parameter, and the 443 computation of sensitivities for K parameters is equivalent to solving K sparse systems 444 of ODEs, each twice the size of the FSP computation.
445
Moment-based FIM Approximations
446
Current state-of-the-art approaches for single-cell, single-molecule experiment design rely on computing moments of the CME. Such statistical moments may be computed exactly for systems with affine-linear propensities [42] . The uncentered moments of the CME, E{x m }, where m = [m 1 , m 2 , ..., m Ns ] is a vector of integers corresponding to the m th i power of the i th species in x, and the entire moment x m is found according to the following formula:
In the limit of large numbers of molecules reacting in a well-mixed solution, the linear noise approximation (LNA) may be applied to CME [25] . In such cases, molecule numbers are considered to be Gaussian, and the well-known Gaussian form of the FIM may be applied [8] . If the observed data is assumed to come from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with means µ(t; θ) = [µ 1 (t; θ), µ 2 (t; θ), . . . µ Ns (t; θ)] T and covariance matrix Σ(t; θ), such as those in Eqs. 35, the likelihood is given by:
and the FIM is well-known [10, 11]
Another approach, developed in [9] is to use a likelihood function that takes the 447 sample mean and sample variance to be jointly Gaussian, and thus requires the 448 computation of up to the 4th moments in Eq. 35. In the supplement, we reproduce the 449 formulae from [9] relevant to this study. 
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